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Abstract
rd

WCDMA is the most dominant 3 generation Cellular/Mobile Technology which is
well known for providing wider bandwidth and high data rate for various mobile data and
Voice services. In this work proposed WCDMA link is designed in LabVIEW 2012 and
investigated on the hardware platform of VST 5644R experimentally. The modulation
scheme used for the investigating WCDMA link on Vector Signal Transceiver 5644R
(VST) platform is BPSK/QPSK. Here the results are measured and Evaluated in terms of
EVM Value (Error Vector Magnitude). The objective of the proposed experimental based
research is to design and optimize an WCDMA link using VST 5644R and evaluate the
performance of the proposed WCDMA link at different system parameters like scrambling
code, spreading factor, modulation scheme e.g.-QPSK, QAM.The results have shown that
WCDMA Link based on QPSK scheme with ‘long’ scrambling code and scrambling factor
of 128 performs much better as compare to that using ‘short’ scrambling code. By using
VST device we check the real time performance of the WCDMA network on different
value of the spreading factor like 64, 128. We are applying this spreading factor value on
different modulation like BPSK, 16QAM with carrier frequency of 1800 MHz. However,
simulation results show that the acceptable EVM value for WCDMA can be achieved with
the use of high spreading factor with the complex modulation scheme. The experimental
results of EVM obtained using BPSK/QPSK at spreading factor of 128 is 0.06 % which
claims maximum Signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 64.44dB which shows the best and
optimized WCDMA link performance which is claimed by our proposed experimental setup based on VST 5644R device.
Keywords: LabVIEW 2012, QPSK, Vector Signal Transceiver (VST), WCDMA

1. Introduction
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) mobile technology has been
evolved as the effective and widely accepted air interface technology for 3rd generation
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) network architecture[26-27].
Third generation system are designed for multimedia communication at high data rate.
WCDMA technology is the most widely used third generation system which is spreading
over a wide bandwidth by multiplying the user information with spreading sequence in
WCDMA [2-5]. Due to increasing the demand of high data rate, more complex
modulation schemes are used in various wireless communications resulting tightened
error vector magnitude (EVM) requirement. For example, 64-QAM on LTE requires 8%
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of the minimum EVM level and 256-QAM on 802.11ac will adopt 2.5% of the EVM limit
[10-12]. Error vector magnitude of system requires low value for complex modulation
schemes. The error vector magnitude of system depends on the spreading factor.
Spreading factor used to support high bit rate and mitigate the effect of inter-symbol
interference. The main property of the spreading code is that they need to orthogonal to
each other [3],[4-6]. The aim of this paper is to precisely evaluate the performance of
WCDMA system with different spreading factor value.WCDMA is wideband digital
cellular technology used for third Generation (3G) cellular communication. WCDMA is
designed to allow many users to share the same RF channel by dynamically reallocating
data rates and exactly match the demand of communication link of each user in the
system[4],[15-26]. In WCDMA, each base transceiver station (BTS) output signal from
all of its data channels multiplied with unique pseudo noise (PN) code, referred to as a
scrambling code. The users equipment (UE) receiver can differentiate one BTS from
another by correlating scrambling code that unique provided to each BTS‟s. Similarly,
each UE output signal is multiplied with a unique scrambling code that allows the BTS
receiver to differentiate one UE from another. The scrambling code with fixed chip rate of
3.84 Mcps is applied. The scrambling code is not independent code, the two user
equipment having same scrambling code.The WCDMA radio link between BTS and UE
have multiple data channels like video, packet data, bi-directional voice and background
signalling messages, each represent a unique data channel with same carrier frequency. A
BTS will transmit unique channels to many mobile users, and each mobile receiver
distinguish it own channel from all other channels by using channelization codes, known
as orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes. Each channel originating from a
BTS or from UE multiplied with different OVSF code [2], [6-7] also known as spreading
factor. The length of OVSF code in WCDMA varies from 4 to 512 chips. The resulting
downlink bitrate equal to system chip rate (3.84 Mcps) divided by the spreading factor
(SF). The scrambling codes allow reusing of spreading factor code among UE and BTS in
same or different geographical area. The combination of scrambling code and spreading
factor provide a unique communication channel between UE and BTS. During WCDMA
communication, we used different modulation scheme like BPSK, QAM according to the
transmission rate requirement. In BPSK modulation, they transmitting user data by using
two phase of the carrier frequency. For example, if user data bit is „0‟ then they used 0 0
phase of carrier signal. If user data bit is „1‟ they used 1800 out of phase of carrier signal.
In QAM modulation, they generate output carrier frequency signal by varying phase with
amplitude. In WCDMA we use 16QAM, 64QAM modulation. For high data rate
communication, we used 64QAM, 16QAM modulation. For low data rate communication
we used BPSK modulation. Two mode of communication used in WCDMA, Frequency
division duplex (FDD) mode and Time division duplex (TDD) mode. For practically
checking the performance of WCDMA, we use the VST (Vector Signal transceiver)
5644R device. The NI Vector Signal Transceiver combines radio frequency Input/output
functionality in traditional box which contain Vector Signal Analyzers (VSAs) and Vector
Signal Generator (VSGs) along with user defined functionality implemented on Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The two independent local oscillators used for RF
input and RF output coverage from 65 MHz to 6 GHz and bandwidth up to 200
MHz[5].The bandwidth requirement of WCDMA [8-10] is based on 5 MHz wide RF
radio signal and generally use chip rate of 3.84Mcps. WCDMA technology is designed to
be a high- performance system able to support high bandwidth and requiring simultaneous
transmission of several bit streams that require different requirements of quality of
service (QoS). In WCDMA based transmission it using two type of PN code- The first is
called scrambling code and second type is called Orthogonal variable spreading factor
(OVSF) code. Scrambling code provides unique identity to user equipments (UEs) and
BTSs used in communication system. That BTS identify each user by its scrambling code
and user equipment also identifies the BTSs by it scramble code. During transmission
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from the BTS to UE the data is decoded by applying scrambling code for that BTS were
data actually originated and rejects another data that appear as noise at the receiver. When
data come from UE to UE, at the receiver UE apply that scrambling code which was
actually used at the transmitter UE and data is being decoded. In OVSF code can be used
for identification of which type of communication occur between user equipment and
BTS. Like for voice communication using OVSF1 code is used and for data
communication OVSF 2 code [7] is used. The scrambling codes[4] are responsible for the
most of the interference as these codes are not orthogonal. The channelization codes [6-9]
may also result in interference as their orthogonality may be lost due to propagation
environment. This work is based on experimental and real time implementation of
WCDMA Link based on PXIe VST 5644 platform[1].The objective of the proposed
experimental based research is to design and optimize an WCDMA link using VST
5644R and evaluate the performance of the proposed WCDMA link at different system
parameters like scrambling code, spreading factor, modulation scheme e.g-QPSK, QAM.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows- section 2 discusses the Vector Signal
Transceiver- VST 5644R, section 3 demonstrates the experimentally set-up of the
proposed WCDMA link, section 4 explains the results and followed by comprehensive
conclusion.

2. Brief Review of Vector Signal Transceiver (VST) 5644R
To analyze and check the continuous feasibility of WCDMA signal, USA based
company-National Instrument gives an effective device i.e., PXIe 5644R RF toolbox.
National Instruments conveys quick, adaptable, and precise RF equipment and Lab View
programming to meet the regularly changing requests of the remote business and see the
building procedure through from configuration to approval to generation [1-14]. To keep
pace with the continually RF development, LabVIEW graphical outline programming
offers an arrangement of instruments for signal investigation, representation, and handling
of standard and custom computerized and simple regulation configurations customized
programming and adaptable equipment address an extensive variety of test needs
including WLAN, GPS, WiMAX, MIMO, ZigBee, and RFID. This product planned
methodology conveys the reliable and cost-decreasing remote test frameworks that
architects have come to depend on from National Instruments .Engineers looking for
another level of adaptability and execution in their test frameworks consolidate LabView
with PXI RF particular instrumentation. These smaller, elite estimation frameworks
highlight propelled timing and synchronization and the most recent PC advances, giving
high throughput to estimations from DC to 6.6 GHz. With the NI estimation Suite for
WCDMA. Consolidated with PXI RF instrumentation, these toolbox help PXI Express
WCDMA estimation frameworks accomplish R&D-grade precision and estimation times
three to 10 times speedier than customary box instruments. Likewise, world-class RF
instruments, for example, the NI PXIe-5644R RF vector signal analyzer [4] and NI PXIe5644R RF vector signal generator convey industry-driving estimation exactness at the
cost. At last, you can utilize this product characterized test stage to test numerous remote
benchmarks including GPS, WLAN, GSM/EDGE/WiMAX, and numerous others with
the same RF equipment. One of the imperative components of this new VST is the
capacity of clients to program the FPGA. Vector signal handset (VST) as of today is the
greater part of the mechanized RF test frameworks user application programming to speak
with these test instruments. Since RF applications are getting increasingly perplexing with
time, specialists and researchers are investing huge amount to test an expanding measure
of usefulness without expanding test times. To lessen test time, changes have been made
in test calculations; transport speeds have expanded, and focal preparing unit speeds have
been expanded; all things considered further enhancements are required to coordinate the
expansion in the many-sided quality of RF test applications. [4] Real-time simulation
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instruments, for example-vector signal analyzer (VSA) and vector signal generator (VSG)
are frequently used to estimate BER and EVM values effectively. In invulnerability tests,
it is valuable to have a target set of measurements, for occasion BER as opposed to a
subjective arrangement of measurements, for example, sitting tight for a LED to quit
squinting or physically watching mutilations on a screen. A VSA consolidates an ongoing
range analyzer and a constant oscilloscope. A VSG or a recurrence generator creates
simple or computerized flags and is regularly utilized as a part of testing and
investigating. For instance, while ascertaining BER one could just partition the aggregate
number of blunder bits got by the aggregate number of bits got. VSG creates a digitally
tweaked signal and the radio wire sends it into the resonation chamber. A short time later
a VSA is utilized to demodulate the transmitted signal. To guarantee that the digitally
adjusted sign is gotten without mistakes, the framework is aligned by associating a VSA
and a VSG. This same trial setup permits us to decide the extent and period of the got flag
and contrast it and the transmitted signal. This case likewise demonstrates that both the
transmitter and beneficiary can be portrayed if an appropriately high information rate
inspecting is utilized as a part of a signal era framework. NI as of late presented an
answer, called a vector signal handset (VST), to address the requirement for testing rate
and adaptability. A VST[4] is a little programming characterized RF framework that
incorporates both a VSA and a VSG. This framework is bundled in an open industry
standard, in particular a PXI module. The VST has a client programmable FPGA
semiconductor chip installed in it to give programming designed circuits to constant
signal preparing and control application purposes. This methodology permits a VST to
have awesome adaptability, empowering it to supplant a few RF test instruments.

3. Experimental Set Up & Results
Figure 1, shows the experimental arrangement for PXIe-1062 with VST 5644 used for
generation, testing and analysis of WCDMA signals.

Figure 1. Experimental Set-up for WCDMA Link Based on NI Vector Signal
Transceiver 5644R (Set-up & Experiment Conducted at Center of
Excellence- R & D Wing, ACET, Amritsar)
WCDMA system incorporates some basic and important simulative parameters which
may help achieve satisfactory performance of the WCDMA systems. These WCDMA
parameters if not taken into account may also results in any wireless system to suffer
degradation in terms of quality of service (QoS) link specifications like area coverage and
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capacity. In this experimental Work based on VST 5644R we tried to investigate some of
these simulation parameters like spreading factor of WCDMA which affects performance
of the system as a whole. Using VST 5644 at Physical Layer WCDMA Link [2-5] can be
implemented. This implementation includes firstly decoding the downlink modulated
WCDMA received signal, analyzing the received signal pattern in software LabVIEW
2012, calculating error vector magnitude (EVM) and relative input power. WCDMA is
well known to provide variable user data rates i.e the Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) is
being facilitated by WCDMA based system. The data rate capacity among the different
users can vary from frame to frame. Here PXIe empowered by VST 5644R is used to
generate and analyze the WCDMA based downlink signal. RF signal in WCDMA domain
is generated by VST 5644. Scrambling codes are used as important parameter in both the
link directions (uplink and downlink). Scrambling codes can be long range or short.
Different unique modulation techniques QPSK with the different spreading factor for the
different WCDMA channels used which further are required to improve the WCDMA
system and the link range and capacity.

4. Results & Discussions
Figure 2, shows the results of the proposed WCDMA Link based on LabVIEW 2012
designed using QPSK with „short‟ scrambling code. The RMS EVM obtained for this
scenario is 39.41% at spreading factor of 32.

Figure 2. The WCDMA Based Simulation Parameters Along with the EVM
using QPSK with (Short) Scrambling Code of 32
Figure 3, shows the simulation parameters and results in the form with the EVM
diagram using QPSK at „long‟ spreading code and spreading factor of 64.The
performance analysis of WCDMA link is investigated based on EVM (Error Vector
Magnitude). As shown in data of Figure 3, the EVM is 35.29%.
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Figure 3. The WCDMA Simulation Parameters along with the EVM Value
using 16 QAM with Long Scrambling Code and Spreading Factor of 64
Figure 4, shows the simulation parameters and results in the form with the EVM
diagram using QPSK at „long‟ spreading code and spreading factor of 128.The
performance analysis of WCDMA link is investigated based on EVM (Error Vector
Magnitude). As shown in data of figure 3 the EVM is 0.06% which clearly explains the
acceptable link performance over the range WCDMA band of frequencies used.

Figure 4. The WCDMA Simulation Parameters Along with the EVM Value
using QPSK/BPSK with Long Scrambling Code and Scrambling Factor of
128
Figure 5, shows the simulation parameters and results in the form with the EVM
diagram using 16 QAM and spreading factor of 128.The performance analysis of
WCDMA link is investigated based on EVM (Error Vector Magnitude). As shown in data
of figure 5 the EVM is 36.80%.
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Figure 5. The WCDMA Simulation Parameters along with the EVM Value
using 16QAM and Spreading Factor of 128
Table 1, shows the different values of EVM achieved at different values of spreading
factor and modulation. The results in the table entries clearly shows that at spreading
factor of 128 and under QPSK modulation scheme best performance is achieved which is
being clear from the EVM value achieved which is .06 and corresponding SNR is 64.44
dB. Further for the better understanding the link performance the EVM is converted to
SNR using the following formula Equation (1):
Formula used for conversion of EVM to Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR):SNR=39.3-20 Log10 [EVM %] Db
(1)
Table 1. Comparison of the Proposed Experimental Result with the
Research Presented in the Previous Base Paper
Modulation
Scheme

Spreading
Factor

Proposed
Research
Experimentally
EVM value
Achieved (%)

EVM value
converted to
SNR in dB

QPSK
16 QAM

32
64

39.41%
35.29%.

8.09
9.05

QPSK

128

0.06%

64.44

16 QAM

128

36.80

8.68

5. Conclusion
The LabVIEW 2012 based Wireless Communication WCDMA Application suite1.0
typically based on PXIe 1062Q empowered by VST 5644R WCDMA wireless
measurement suite provides a real-time simulation environment and interface for
WCDMA downlink running on National instruments based NI SDR hardware and
software platform. In this article the NI PXIe-5644R vector signal transceiver Real time
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simulator is worked out for WCDMA to enable efficient, accurate, predictive, coded
throughput results. The experimental work based on WCDMA have shown that EVM
value increases significantly as the scrambling code is increased from short code stream to
long code stream. QPSK with spreading factor 128 and „long‟ spreading code yields best
performance as EVM measured in this work is as low as 0.06%. The experimental results
of EVM obtained using BPSK/QPSK at spreading factor of 128 is 0.06 % which claims
achievement of maximum Signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 64.44dB which shows the best
ever WCDMA link performance claimed experimentally based on VST 5644R device.
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